Networking: The Art of Making Your Contacts Count!
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Way Jobs Are Found

- 35% - friend, relative or other associate
- 30% - contacted employer directly
- 14% - answered a job classified advertisement
- 8% - utilized campus career center

www.Resumemagic.com
According to a Jobvite Survey (2014)

4 in 10 job seekers have found their “favorite or best” job through personal connections.

Other Top Sources:

- Online Social Network: 21%
- Online Job Board: 20%
- Classified Ad: 19%
- Recruiter: 10%
- Career Fair: 7%
- College or University Connections: 7%

This is in line with recruiter preferences: recruiters rate referrals as the highest-quality source of hires.

Percentage of recruiters who rate candidates from the following sources as “highest quality”:

- Referrals: 64%
- Social Networks: 59%
- Corporate Career Site: 59%

* Category includes Facebook (10%), LinkedIn (6%) and Twitter (5%). Respondents were allowed to select multiple responses.
Bureau of Labor Statistics: 80% of all jobs are secured via networking

OLD Adage: “It is not WHAT you know, BUT who you know”

It’s not who you know, but who you GET to KNOW
“It’s manipulative” - not genuine
“It’s only for extroverts who like schmoozing”
“They won’t want to talk to me”
“They are too busy to give me time”
“I tried networking… it didn’t work”
Resistance is Normal

Networking is not only for Extroverts

It can be planned… and happens when you least expect it to

Networking is not about only selling yourself, it’s about learning and getting more information

Think of it as purposeful communication that eventually links your special skills and talents to those who need it
Knowing how YOU communicate helps you effectively approach others

Platinum Rule: “Treat others how they want to be treated”
Tips for introverts

Where are you LEAST comfortable networking? Choose ONE.
In-Person Networking

- Use the Building a Network worksheet to get started

- Talk to the obvious people such as your family, former co-workers, faculty, advisors as well as people you wouldn't normally include in your job search (your doctor, dentist, clergy, hairdresser)

- Attend job fairs and other industry specific networking events

- Professional associations often have student chapters and membership rates. Association meetings are a great way to make contacts
Get involved and explore your interests. Networking can be done at events associated with your personal interests, organized by social groups or religious institutions.

Always be aware of how you act and what you say, both online and in person. You never know when there is a potential contact right in front of you.

Prepare your one-minute elevator pitch and if a conversation lends itself, speak up and let people know that you are in the job market.

Follow up and don't let fear stop you from reaching out. Instead of thinking, “I don't want to impose on others.”, think, “Every contact I make brings me closer to my job.”
“Hey, how’s it going? Can you tell me a little about your company? I really need to find a job as soon as possible. Oh… hold on, I just got a TM. Are you guys hiring x majors?”
“Hi Ms. Smith, umm how are you today? I am a motivated, team player skilled in problem resolution and umm highly interested in any opening in your company. Can I set up an interview time with you?”
“Hi Ms. Smith, It is very nice to meet you. My name is Kerri Jones and I have been following your company over the past couple of months. I am very excited about the new advocacy and social justice newsletter that was just posted on your website. That has recently become one of my areas of interest and passion. I would love for an opportunity to meet with you and to get advice on how to break into this field. When is a convenient time for you?”
Online Networking

Recent surveys confirm that the majority of employers are extremely likely to look at social networking sites to screen candidates, and many will reconsider a candidate based on what they viewed in a social profile. Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are the top three sites candidates are using to find opportunities.

Remember, as important as social media is, online methods should supplement, not replace, in-person networking techniques.
Online Networking Continued

- Join Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn pages for your alma mater, professional societies, associations or industry specific listservs
- Share helpful articles, blog posts, YouTube videos, and links as a great way of showing support
- Locate KSU alumni on LinkedIn
Sample Email for Networking

(Subject line: Use concise and informative language and consider using your kent.edu email address to maintain a high level of professionalism.)

Dear Ms. Jones,

I am a junior at Kent State University majoring in psychology and was given your name by Professor Smith as someone who could provide me with some career guidance. I have been considering a career in research and am intrigued by your study results. I have read many of your articles in Psychology Today and find your field of research fascinating. I would appreciate the opportunity to speak with you to learn more about how you entered the field of research as well as gain some insight into the profession. Additionally, I am considering an internship this summer and would be grateful for any advice and/or leads that you could provide.

I am hopeful that you might have a half an hour to speak with me either in person or on the phone about your career and background. I will call you within the next three days to arrange a meeting or a time for a phone conversation.

Thank you in advance for your help.

Sincerely-
Kent Student  (Use full name and appropriate contact information.)
Sample Phone Script for Networking

"Hi Mr. Johnson, my name is blank, and I am a senior at Kent State University majoring in Marketing.

I picked up your business card at your table at the Fall Job & Internship Fair and am interested in learning more about your industry. I am considering an internship and career in marketing for a non-profit organization and I noticed that your organization has had a great deal of success in public relations over the past five years.

Would you be available to meet with me so I can learn more about how you found your position and your opinions about the future of non-profit organizations? I’d be happy to come to your office to meet, or to speak on the phone if that is more convenient.

Is there a time in the next two weeks that works for you?"
Nothing seems less professional than a potential employer being met with the musical styling of songs like:

- Like a G6, Take this job and shove it, Sexual Healing, Whip my Hair...

What song do you have?
Tap into the hidden job market (side door approach)

Have an edge on the competition due to the relationship you have established

To be informed

Gain visibility for future opportunities

Gain referrals (recommendations by people industry trusts)
  • Good people know other good people. Therefore, it's easier and safer to recruit an employee who, by word-of-mouth, has been recommended as a good fit.

Strong networking = shorter job search
Final Thoughts

“Many of life's failures are men who did not realize how close they were to success when they gave up.” Thomas Edison

You can reach the top! We are with you along the way.
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